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Abstract
Gas and heat exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere are a key process in the earth system. Active
thermography is a tool that can be used to estimate heat and gas transfer rates with unprecedented temporal and spatial
resolution compared to other measurement techniques. In this paper recent technical progress of this method is
described: a) a spatially more homogeneous heating of the water by a carbon dioxide laser for measurements with a
significant lower systematic error and statistical uncertainty, and b) a new modulation scheme for faster measurements.
While the latter is essential for field measurements, the first enables the distinction of different models for air-water gas
exchange in the laboratory.
1. Introduction
The exchange of gases and heat between the ocean and the atmosphere has tremendous importance for the
earth’s climate. Due to the increasing amount of carbon dioxide that we emit into the atmosphere we increase gas fluxes
of CO2 into the ocean. However, these fluxes are difficult to measure precisely and even harder to parametrize by a
model. Nevertheless, accurate climate models need to incorporate how fast and how much CO2 and other climate
relevant gases leave the atmosphere and go into the oceans.
The study of air-sea gas exchange has a history of about 30 years. Still no accurate model or parametrization
could be derived from the various measurements that have been carried out over this time period. This is due to the
complex turbulent processes that drive gas exchange.
The exchange is mainly driven by the wind that acts on the water surface. Accordingly surface active material
strongly influences the exchange process by reducing the surface tension and thus modifying the wave creation by the
wind and altering the amount of turbulence present directly at the air-water interface.
To quantify the transport rate, the so called transfer velocity k is used. It is the proportionality constant between
the concentration difference Δc of a certain trace gas in air and water respectively and the flux j of this trace gas through
the air-water interface:
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In a typical gas exchange experiment, one needs to monitor the gas concentration of a trace gas in the air,
respectively water for a certain amount of time. The flux between the air and water compartments can then be estimated
from the concentration changes over time. However, it is often necessary to add trace gases artificially in order to get
large concentration changes that can be measured accurately. And this of course is a difficult undertaking on the ocean.
If for example the concentration of a certain trace gas in the air is monitored, a decrease in this concentration can be a
result of the transport into the ocean, but it can also simply mean that the gas has been diluted by the wind in the
atmosphere and has been spread over a larger volume.
There are some advanced techniques like the dual tracer technique [1,2], where not the absolute concentration
of a trace gas, but the ratio of two different trace gases is monitored and analyzed. But the exchange rates of suitable
tracers are slow and this leads to long measurement times. Another approach is to use radioactive tracers [3,4]. But then
the detection is limited by the decay time of the available tracer. So both of these methods suffer from long measurement
times and this is highly critical for precise measurements, as boundary conditions like wind speeds on the ocean will
hardly remain constant for a long measurement.
The exchange of heat is driven by the same mechanisms as the exchange of gases. This similarity makes heat
a very versatile tool for the investigation of small scale air-sea exchange processes. The investigation of heat exchange
can be done very efficiently via thermography, which is a non-contact technique that does not interfere with the turbulent
processes at the air-water interface.
Thermography can be used to observe surface turbulence directly, either actively by heating local structures on
the water surface and monitoring the evolution of these structures or by passively monitoring the temperature changes
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that are due to evaporation and water mixing at the water surface. In this way it is for example possible to derive surface
drift velocities [5]. If the gas exchange process is also made visible and detectable for cameras by a fluorescent dye and
suitable light sources, then thermography together with cameras that operate in the visible wavelength regime, can be
used to get a visual comparison of gas and heat exchange processes at the air-water interface [6,7].
However, thermography can not only be used to visualize heat exchange, but also to derive heat transfer
velocities [8-13]. As the driving mechanisms for heat and gas exchange are the same, it is possible to scale to gas
transfer velocities from measured heat transfer velocities and therefore indirectly measure gas transfer velocities [13].
This is especially important in cases, where it is otherwise very difficult to get gas transfer rates, e.g. during field
experiments on a ship. The scaling relies on the Schmidt number Sc of heat and the trace gas and on the Schmidt
number exponent n, which is 1/2 for a rough water surface and changes to 2/3 when going to a smooth water surface:
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It should be mentioned, that all thermographic measurement approaches have significantly shorter
measurement times than the gas exchange measurements, ranging between several minutes to an hour compared to
time spans for the gas exchange measurements of several hours to several days.
The next section will first describe the evolution of the measurement system starting with the first apparatus that
was used in the 1980s. Then the experimental setup will be described, followed by a description of the beam shaping.
Afterwards the excitation scheme is explained and a new approach to reduce the measurement time is presented.
2.

Measurement technique

The main idea of the active thermography technique is to locally heat an area on the water surface and to
monitor the temperature change at the water surface. This is similar to adding a trace gas and to monitor its
concentration change, however as only a local area is heated, only this area takes part in the exchange process, while
for a trace gas the global surrounding of the gas will influence the measurement.
2.1. Earlier measurement techniques
Heat transfer velocities across the aqueous viscous boundary layer can be measured actively by the use of a
heat source [8,9,10,13] or passively by exploiting the effect of surface cooling due to evaporation [11,12]. The first
measurements by Jähne et al. [8] were done using active thermography. The basic concept of the measurement was the
same like in our present setup and will be discussed in detail in section 2. However, the early setup could only measure
at one point on the water surface with an IR radiometer, as no infrared cameras were available back then. The heat
source was an IR radiator that could not be switched on and off quickly. In order to be able to do a periodic excitation
(details are given in section 2.3) a chopper was needed to modulate the heating. This made it impossible to apply
modulation frequencies higher than 2 Hz.
One of the biggest improvements for the investigation of heat transfer was the use of infrared cameras. In 1995
a new measurement technique had been introduced [9,10]. The temperature was measured with an infrared camera and
as a heat source a 25 W CO2 laser was used. This measurement technique did not only differ in the experimental
components used for heating the water and detecting the temperature changes, but it also applied a new method to
probe the air-water interface. Instead of heating the water surface periodically, now single dots were printed onto the
water surface, recorded by the IR camera and tracked with methods from image processing. From numerical simulations
a model has been derived that could be used to fit the measured temperature decay. From this fit the heat transfer
velocity could be obtained.
A few years later another approach was tested to estimate heat transfer velocities [11]. This time no artificial
heat source was used, but the natural temperature changes at the water surface that arise from evaporation and mixing
of surface and bulk water were used. The heat distribution at the water surface can be detected with an IR camera. The
use of a model together with a statistical analysis of the temperature distribution allowed to estimate heat transfer
velocities.
The problem with the latter two techniques is, that they rely on a model. There have been controversies,
especially with the active measurement technique where dots are tracked, when differences between directly measured
gas transfer velocities and heat transfer velocities that have been scaled to gas transfer velocities via equation 2 have
been observed [14].
This is why the old measurement approach from [8] came up again, as this is the only technique that does not
rely on model assumptions. The technological advancement has made IR cameras and strong compact CO 2 lasers
available and replaced the old IR radiometer and the IR radiator. As lasers can operate at high frequencies, the
measurements could make use of a broader excitation frequency range. With this new setup it could be shown, that
without model assumptions involved the scaling from heat to gas transfer rates seems possible [13].
Still there was one significant drawback in the new measurement setup. The output profile of a CO2 laser is a
small circle with a Gaussian intensity profile. To avoid the effect of horizontal diffusion, it is necessary to heat an area
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and thus beam shaping was necessary. Therefore, the beam was spread into a laser sheet with a cylindrical lens in one
dimension and then this laser sheet was moved forwards and backwards along the other dimension in order to heat a
rectangular area. The resulting intensity profile was a rectangular area with a Gaussian intensity distribution along the
cross-scanning direction. As a result, the heat flux at the water surface was not homogeneous. Water flowing through the
heated area will therefore be heated with the mean heat flux, which depends on the actual path the water takes when
travelling through the illuminated area. This path is hard to reconstruct and thus the effective heat flux is unknown.
To overcome this problem, the latest change in the experimental setup was to alter the way of beam shaping.
Instead of a moving mirror we are now using a diffractive beam homogenizer (Holo/Or HM-271-A-Y-A and Holo/Or HH211-A-Y-A). This device shapes the incoming beam into a square intensity profile with a very good homogeneity. Due to
the diffractive operation principle there is an intensity spike in the middle of the output profile from the 0 th diffraction order,
but this is not a problem for our measurements. More details about the beam shaping can be found in section 2.3.
2.2. Experimental setup
One or two 100 W CO2 lasers (Synrad Evolution 100, Iradion Infinity 100) operating at 10.6 µm wavelength are
used to heat the water surface. This wavelength is ideal for our application, as on the one hand nearly no radiation is
absorbed in the air space and on the other hand water has such a high absorption coefficient at this wavelength that
practically all of the radiation is absorbed within the topmost 20 µm of the water surface. Thus the CO2 lasers represent
the ideal tool to precisely deposit energy into the top layer of the water surface.
To measure the temperature changes at the water surface, we use an infrared camera (IRCAM Velox 327k M)
that operates in the 3 to 5 µm wavelength range with an NETD of 20 mK and a resolution of 640x512 pixels. By
separating the wavelength to heat the water surface from the wavelength range to measure the temperature any
influence of laser reflections from the water surface on the temperature measurements is avoided. This was not possible
with the early setup of Jähne et al. [8].
A schematic sketch of our experimental setup as used in our laboratory in Heidelberg can be seen in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup in the Heidelberg wind-wave tank Aeolotron.
2.3. Heating an area
We need to heat a sufficiently large area on the water surface. There are two reasons for this. The first one is,
that we want to have an area large enough to be able to perform our analysis only on an inner part of the heated area,
because then we don’t need to consider horizontal diffusion, as the surrounding water of this inner part has the same
temperature.
The second reason is, that the water needs a certain time within the heated area to reach a thermal equilibrium
between the incoming energy from the laser radiation and outgoing of energy by the transport of heat into the bulk water.
Figure 2 visualizes the heating process of the water as it flows through the illuminated area. The part that is labelled
“thermal equilibrium” is the area that is used for the data analysis.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the heating process. The water flows from the right to the left and crosses the area that is
illuminated by the CO2 laser. While it flows through the illuminated area the water heats up, unit it reaches a stable
temperature.

As we want to have a constant heat flux at the water surface we need a homogeneous laser intensity profile. To
achieve this, we use a diffractive beam homogenizer. This device shapes the incoming beam into a square intensity
profile. Due to the design of the element the 0th diffraction order cannot be suppressed completely and thus an intensity
spike remains in the middle of the homogenized area. But apart from this spike there is a broad intensity plateau. This is
a huge advantage compared to an older setup where the laser beam had been broadened and moved back and forth
with a moving mirror to heat an area. The solution with the moving mirror suffered from the remaining Gaussian profile
and thus from an inhomogeneous intensity profile. The intensity profiles of both setups are shown in figure 3 for
comparison. Additionally, figure 8 shows the improved overall measurement accuracy due to the more homogeneous
heat flux at the water surface.

Fig. 3. Comparison of profiles of the intensity distribution at the water surface for two different methods of beam
shaping. The left figure shows the profile of a laser beam that has been broadened with a cylindrical lens while the right
figure shows the profile of a laser beam that has been shaped with a diffractive beam homogenizer. The right profile
clearly shows a brad intensity plateau compared to the left profile.
Typically, the heated area on the water surface has a size of 0.25 m². For some measurements, where we need
a larger elongation of the heated patch in wind direction, we use a second laser with an identical diffractive optical
element and place the two square intensity profiles from the lasers next to each other on the water surface. Thereby we
can increase the size of the heated area without losing heating power.
If the surface flow is strictly along wind direction, we can reduce the cross-wind elongation of the heated area in
order to increase the heat flux. This can be achieved very easily with the use of cylindrical lenses. However, there is an
intensity spike in the middle of the heated area, which is due to the 0 th diffraction order of the beam homogenizer. This
intensity spike becomes a line when cylindrical lenses are used. An example image from a measurement where a
cylindrical lens has been used can be seen in figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Example image of a measurement in the Heidelberg wind-wave tank with a reference wind speed of 2.7
m/s. The temperature difference between the heated area (white) and the unheated area is approximately 0.5 K. The
bright slice in the middle of the heated area is due to the 0th diffraction order of the diffractive beam homogenizer that is
used to shape the laser beam.
2.4. Heat excitation scheme
We apply a lock-in scheme to our active thermography measurements by heating the water surface with
different laser on-off frequencies. The air-water interface acts like a low pass filter, enabling the system to reach a
thermal equilibrium for low excitation frequencies and damping the temperature amplitudes for higher excitation
frequencies. If the laser is turned on and off slowly, the system has enough time to heat up until it reaches a thermal
equilibrium. For fast laser on-off frequencies, there is not enough time to reach this equilibrium. We use frequencies up to
25 Hz, which is significantly higher than the 2 Hz from Jähne et al. [8]. The different heating schemes are visualized in
figure 5.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the heating process of the water surface with different laser on-off frequencies (0.012 Hz
on the left and 0.195 Hz on the right). With the low frequency, the system has enough time to follow the laser’s excitation
and to reach a constant temperature, for the higher frequency this is not the case.

The rectangular excitation pattern allows us to use the third and fifth harmonic of the ground excitation
frequency for our analysis. In this way we probe the system with three times as many frequencies as compared to a
simple sinusoidal excitation pattern. A spectrum of the excitation signal and the measured signal for an excitation
frequency of 6.25 Hz is shown in figure 6.
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Fig. 6. The left figure shows the spectrum of the excitation signal, that is used by the IR laser to heat the water
surface. The base frequency is 6.25 Hz. The 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic can clearly be seen. The right figure shows the
spectrum obtained from the measured temperature response of the water surface. At the excitation frequencies sharp
peaks are detected.
From the analysis in the Fourier domain, we can estimate from which frequency onwards the damping process
starts. Figure 7 shows the result of such an analysis.

Fig. 7. Example for a frequency analysis from a typical amplitude damping experiment in the Heidelberg windwave tank Aeolotron. When the laser on-off frequency exceeds a certain frequency, the system can’t follow the excitation
any longer and amplitude damping occurs.

At the frequency ω where the damping starts, the system has exactly enough time to reach thermal equilibrium,
this time corresponds to the settling time τ of the system, i.e.

  1

(3)

With the settling time, we can estimate the transfer velocity via the diffusion constant D of heat in water [8]:
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Here it is assumed, that from the frequency where the damping starts onwards only molecular diffusion takes
place and turbulent processes no longer play an important role. This justifies the estimation of the transfer velocity by
using only the diffusion constant of heat in water.
Figure 8 shows the results obtained with this measurement technique for measurements that have been done in
the Heidelberg wind-wave tank Aeolotron. The same measurements were carried out with the old experimental setup
using a moving mirror and with the new experimental setup using a diffractive beam homogenizer (see section 2.3 for
more details). The use of the diffractive beam homogenizer clearly improves the measurement accuracy.

Fig. 8. Comparison of transfer velocities measured with different beam shaping concepts used. The
measurement conditions were the same for both measurements and took place in Heidelberg wind-wave tank Aeolotron.
It is obvious, that the homogenizer setup has a higher accuracy compared to the moving mirror setup.

2.4.1. Towards faster measurements
A typical measurement using the excitation scheme described above takes between 15 minutes and one hour,
depending on wind speed. For slower wind speeds, slower frequencies are needed, as the system needs longer to reach
thermal equilibrium within the heated area.
This is why we started to use another approach, where we only need two excitation frequencies instead of many
different frequencies. In principle we simply use equation 1, but for heat instead of gases. This means that we have to
change the concentration difference of the gas in air and water into the energy difference due to the temperature
difference ΔT at the water surface, the density ρ and the heat capacity cp of water:

k heat 

jheat
c p T

(5)

The heat flux jheat is theoretically given by the output power of the laser and the size of the heated area.
However, the optical elements are not perfect and this reduces the actual heat flux. Thus we estimate the heat flux at the
water surface from the measurement instead of using theoretical values. To estimate the heat flux, we need a high
excitation frequency, because then we are in a regime, where only molecular diffusion is important and we can estimate
the heat flux from the measured temperature amplitude at the excitation frequency ω [8]:

jheat  c p T D

(6)
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To apply formula 5 only the temperature difference in thermal equilibrium is missing. We get this temperature
difference by applying a very low excitation frequency. In principle we could keep the laser on constantly, but by using a
very low frequency, it is easier to filter the temperature increase from the constant offset signal when applying FFT. The
frequency we use for this is so small, that a water element can travel through the heated area completely within half of
the periodic time of the excitation frequency.
As we only need two frequencies, these measurements are much faster and can be done within approximately
five minutes. However, we lose measurement accuracy with this approach.
A comparison between the two different approaches to get heat transfer velocities from active thermography is
shown in figure 9. It becomes obvious, that both methods are in good agreement, deviating only as little as four percent
from each other. It can clearly be seen from figure 9 that the faster measurement scheme, which is labelled “ΔT method”
comes at the cost of a reduced measurement accuracy. However, a higher accuracy might be misleading. The data of
figure 9 was taken under laboratory conditions with constant wind speeds and controlled boundary conditions. For field
measurements on the ocean, it might be more important to measure faster, as the boundary conditions might change
quickly. Otherwise an averaging over different conditions would occur and weaken the significance of the measurement.
So for field measurements the faster measurement might even lead to more precise results.

Fig. 9. Comparison for the amplitude damping method and the ΔT method for the analysis of experiments with
clean water and different wind speeds in the Heidelberg wind-wave tank Aeolotron.
To avoid the use of two successive measurements with different frequencies we are currently implementing
another excitation scheme, where we convolute two excitation spectra. This allows for the simultaneous measurement of
the heat flux and the temperature difference in equilibrium. The basic idea of this convolution of spectra, which
corresponds to a multiplication of two rectangular signals in the time domain, is shown in figure 10.

Fig. 10. Example for an excitation scheme for a faster measurement. The slow and fast frequency spectra are
convoluted, which corresponds to a multiplication of the two rectangular signals in the time domain. Thus both
frequencies can be measured at the same time.
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By looking at figure 10 it becomes obvious, that the temperature amplitude of the low frequency will drop by a
certain factor, that depends on the chosen duty cycle of the excitation frequency. The same is true for the high
frequency. Optimizing the duty cycle is thus important in order to be able to deposit enough energy onto the water
surface to be able to measure temperature changes with the IR camera accurately.
3.

Conclusion

This contribution has presented thermography as a very effective tool for the investigation of air-sea heat and
also air-sea gas exchange. The high-resolution, thermally and temporally, exceeds any other measurement technique for
the air-water gas transfer velocity. The new multifrequency approach allows for unbiased fast field measurements.
Compared to the many frequency stimulation method, the measuring time is reduced from about 30 minutes to 5
minutes.
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